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Panama Canal—Floor and Wall of Getun Spillwsy' Lower End

HOW CONCRETE WORK IS CARRIED ON AT
PANAMA.

people, in terms of cubic yards of concrete laid,

Until now the story of the Panama canal has
been told in terms of blasting, the pufﬁng of steam
shovels and the rumble of great train loads of dirt
and rock on their way to the dump. But the climax
in excavation has passed.
No longer can those
wonderful records be duplicated. The excavation
is more than half done. From this point on the
honors which have gone to steam shovels will rest
with massive cranes. Destruction has given way
to construction and concrete has come into its own.
Henceforth you will read the chapters of this, the
greatest engineering project ever attempted by any

away.
‘
It is to the lasting credit of concrete that nothing

rather than in cubic yards of rock and dirt torn

else was ever seriously considered for the construc
tion of the canal. So obviously had concrete passed
the marks set by stone and brick that nothing else
was even thought of. And before the actual building
of the canal’s main structures had begun, the oili
cials had already shown that concrete construction
on the Isthmus of Panama is twice as cheap as
either stone or brick. This comparative ﬁgure is
based upon the cost of constructing small buildings
and minor engineering works. In the gigantic
masses of the locks and dams and spillways, there
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Possibilities in the use of concrete in large struc
tures have been strikingly illustrated by the practical
completion of the new bridges over the Cumberland
river at Nashville, Tenn. One of these bridges—
the Sparkman street structure—was completed and
turned over to the county last July. The other will

(which, by the way, are cantilevered) is 4" thick.
The roadway is surfaced with pine blocks which
have been treated with creosote.
The sidewalks
have an ornamental concrete handrail on the outside.
The piers of the bridge contain 2,000 cubic yards
of concrete each. They are hollow, or rather are
really two legs connected by 4' retaining walls.
The concrete used in the bridges was _mixed as

be ﬁnished January 1, 1910.

follows:

The Sparkman street ‘bridge' is almost an exact
counterpart of the Jefferson street bridge with the
exception on one feature which is one of the most
unique ever attempted in bridge work. This is the
use of six concrete bowstring trusses which were
made necessary on the west side of the river where
the bridge crosses the yards of the Tennessee Cen

four rock %” to 1%”. Kosmos Portland cement
was used until the cement company’s plant near
Louisville was destroyed by ﬁre, after which Dixie
brand was utilized.
Both gave absolute satisfac

NASHVILLE, TENN.

tion.

One cement, two limestone screenings,

The contractors, The Foster & Creighton

Co., Nashville, have the general contract.
C. C. W.
_

‘1 Ir

Concrete Trun Bridge or Nnhvillo, Tenn

tral railroad.
Concrete trusses were selected be
cause of the fact that steel would have lasted but a
short time in the sulp'hurous fumes coming from the
engines passing below. There was no room for an
abutment for a regular arch.
Thev trusses, which are partially shown in the
illustration, are six in number, varying in length
from 85’ to 105'. The forms were built in stan—
dard panels and were used repeatedly in the work.
The use of concrete in this instance solved what
might otherwise have been an embarrassing and
costly proposition for the engineer.
The two bridges were commenced in August,
1907.
The Sparkman street bridge is 2.260' in
length, and contains 30,000 yards of concrete. In
its construction 2,500 tons of structural steel were
used and 1,500 tons of steel reinforcing.

The width

of the viaduct proper is 60’ over all, with two side
walks 10' wide, and a 40' roadway.
Three columns every 30’ support the viaduct.
they being connected by floor beams 5' 2” x' 18",
joined by eighteen stringers running longitudinally
with the bridge.
The concrete of the sidewalks

PRICES OF CONCRETE MATERIALS.

Hartford, Conn.‘——Cement, car lots, cloth, $1.52;
paper, $1.27 ; allowance on cloth sacks returned,
6%c each; demand, good.
Concrete block, hollow, 8x8x16, 17c; solid ve
neer, 8x4x20, 10c.
Crushed stone, per ton, $1.25;‘washed sand, per

yard, $1; clean gravel, per yard, $1.
Common clay brick, per 1,000, $7.

'

Allentown, Pa.—Cement, car lots, cloth, $1.23;

paper, 98c; allowance on cloth sacks returned, 7 Vic

each; supply, good.

'

Concrete block, hollow, 8x8x16, 14c; 8x12x24,
30c; solid veneer, 8x4x16, 10c.

'

Crushed stone, per perch, 60c.
Common clay brick, per 1,000, $4.50; concrete

brick, $15.
El Paso, Tex—Cement, car lots, cloth, $1.95 to
$2.10; allowance on cloth sacks returned, 10c each;
demand, fairly good; supply, good.
Concrete block, hollow, 8x8x16, 16c.

Crushed stone, per yard, 85c to $1; clean gravel,
per yard, 75c to 85c.
Common clay brick, per 1,000, $7 to $14.
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Nashville Concrete Bridges Show Serious Deterioration
Rusting of Reinforcement in Columns, Chords and Railing Causes Trouble in Two 12-Year-Old Concrete
Viaducts and Trusses—Limestone Screenings Used in Concrete
REINFORCED-CONCRETE columns, truss chords and
t railings, parts of two bridges at Nashville, Tenn.,
are in rather serious condition as a result of the corro
sion of the steel reinforcement and the consequent spalling off of large pieces of the covering concrete. While
the strength of the structures is not yet so affected as
to cause immediate concern, several engineers who have
inspected the bridges feel that a continuance of the action
would soon bring about a condition where the safety
might be questioned. So far no thorough investigation
into the causes of the trouble has been made, although
the city engineer has repeatedly endeavored to interest

difficulty is being experienced. These approaches as
stated above, are of two types—the concrete truss type
and the viaduct approach. These concrete trusses vary in
span from 85 to 105 ft. and are of the bow-string
curved upper chord type, with vertical posts but no cross
braces. The lower chord, which varies from 18 x 30
in. in section in the shorter spans to 18 x 36 in. in the
longer, is an important part of the structure as it acts
as a tie to take the horizontal components of the end
trust. About one-tenth of its area is strengthened by
rods and the concrete acts only to protect the steel.
The top chord follows practically the line of pressure' of
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ELEVATION OP SPARKMAN STREET BRIDGE ACROSS THE CUMBERLAND RIVER AT NASHVILLE, TENN.
(Reprinted from Engineering Neioa, Feb. 25, 1909)
the city council of Nashville in such an investigation.
The statement of the condition of the bridges given
herewith is a result of reports and investigations by
several engineers, most of whom are noted in the
article.
The two bridges in question were known when built
as the Sparkman St. bridge and the Jefferson St. bridge,
although the former is now known as the McGavock St.
bridge. They are both over the Cumberland River with
approaches over the low lands on either side. The
Sparkman St. bridge crosses the river just above the
foot of Broad St., in the central part of (he city, and the
Jefferson St. bridge crosses at a point about threequarters of a mile below the former. In both bridges
the channel spans are steel trusses on concrete piers,
and in both of them a part of the approach is earth
embankment on each side of the river supplemented by
long reinforced-concrete viaducts of trestle bent type
except where the Sparkman St. viaduct crosses several
tracks of the Tennessee Central R.R. Here heavy con
crete trusses carry the approach over the tracks. The
Sparkman St. Bridge was described in detail in
Engineering News of Feb. 25, 1909, p. 199, and Nov. 25,
1909, p. 570. Both bridges were completed in 1910 by
Davidson County.
About 1912 the county authorities requested the city
authorities to assume control of the bridges and to
undertake their maintenance. The city did reluctantly
take the bridges over and has since been responsible for
them. The city engineering department, however, was
not consulted when the bridges were designed nor dur
ing their erection and had no voice in the location or
design of either structure. They were built by the
Cumberland River Bridge Commission, with Howard M.
Jones as chief engineer and with the Foster-CreightonGould Co. of Nashville, Tenn., as contractors.
The design of the two bridges is practically identical,
that is the same type of structure and identical specifica
tions were used, although some of the detail sizes are
different. It is in the approaches where the current

the equilibrium polygon resultant from the dead load
and is practically all in compression. For dead-load only
the pressure is uniformly distributed over the crosssection and has a maximum of 394 lb. per square inch.
If in addition to this there is a live-load of 80 lb. per
square foot over the roadway the unit stress will be
increased to 512 lb. per square inch. A typical lower
chord, 36 x 18 in. in section, has eighteen 2i-in. rods.
A typical upper chord, 36 x 40 in. in cross-section, has
eight i-in. rods with a lacing of g-in. rods 18 in. center
to center.
The viaduct, 1,060 ft. long in the Sparkman St.
Bridge, is of the trestle type, ranging from 18 to 50 ft.
high. It is mainly in 30-ft. spans supported by three
transverse columns 24 x 24 in. for the higher part And
20 x 24 in. for the lower. The columns are grouped in
bents of six columns, joined by 10 x 15 in. struts and
are reinforced with straight rods in the corners. There
are service staircases made of sloping reinforced-con
crete stringers between sets of small columns erected
alongside the viaduct.
Regarding the present condition of the bridges, W. W.
Southgate, city engineer of Nashville, writes as follows :
"During the winter of 1913-14 we had a prolonged spell
of very cold weather, the thermometer dropping below
zero for several days. Very soon after that cold snap
one of the main piers of the viaduct approach of the
Sparkman St. bridge where the viaduct crosses Second
Ave. on a steel plate-girder bridge, revealed a large,
vertical crack extending through the coping and several
feet down into the main pier. Upon close examination
it was found that not only had this main supporting pier
spread open vertically, but that the split also extended
up through the pedestal on top of the coping supporting
the large main reinforced-concrete floor-beam at the
junction with the cantilever arm supporting the side
walk, also splitting the big floor beams.
"This department took steps immediately to repair
this dangerous defect and, though it was a rather com
plex piece of bridge surgery, it was successfully accom
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plished and is all right today. The trouble was caused
by insufficient allowance for expansion and contraction.
"This department has had since that time to make
several similar repairs to several of the main supporting
piers of the viaduct on both the Sparkman St. bridge
and the Jefferson St. bridge, due to the same oversight
in not providing sufficient expansipn and contraction
leeway in the design.
"Within about three or four years after the city
assumed responsibility for the maintenance of the
bridges the reinforced-concrete hand-railings of both
structures revealed glaring indications of disintegra
tion of the concrete. These handrailings are rather
light and airy looking structures, with oblong slits or
openings in the panels. Investigation showed that the
structure had been erected under careful supervision
and inspection, the cement had been carefully inspected
and certified, and the work was conscientiously executed.
However limestone screenings were used for the very
fine aggregate in the concrete instead of sand. This
limestone was the product of a quarry that is badly shot
and interspersed with seams of shale. The limestone
ledges were of a superior quality of rock but apparently
no special precaution had been taken to exclude the
shale. As a consequence I am satisfied that the lime
stone screenings used in the mixing of the concrete of
this structure were heavily charged with argillaceous
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DETAILS OF CONCRETE HANDRAIL
(Reprinted from Engineering News, Nov. 26, 1909)

NASHVILLE BRIDGE RAILINGS BEFORE AND AFTER REPAIR WORK
impurities, and that this admixture of shale is certainly
one of the causes of disintegration in the concrete."
The detail of the handrailing is given in an accom
panying reproduction of a drawing which appeared in
Engineering News, and the condition of the rail before
its repair is also shown just above. The repair work
was undertaken in 1916 by the city. The method of
repair was very simple. Portable board forms were
set up and secured in place on the outside of the handrailing, fitting snugly against it. Where needed, rein
forcing steel in the way of wire mesh was inserted in
the old handrailing. Then mortar was shot in by a
cement gun from the sidewalk of the bridge two panels
at a shift. This was allowed to take its initial set. The
temporary form outside the handrailing was then taken
down and from a suspended scaffold the cement gun
finished the outside of the handrailing. The mortar was
then troweled to an even surface. The result is shown
in one of the views. Some of this work has gone
through four severe winters and reveals no signs of dis
integration or of checking and cracking, except occa
sionally where rusting reinforcement is causing crack
ing in the posts of the hand rail.

Further deterioration of the structure is noted by Mr.
Southgate as follows: "An examination of the concrete
in the bridge approach reveals that so far disintegration
has only occurred where the concrete is exposed to the
action of water, that the alternate absorption of mois
ture and the drying out of the concrete sets up violent
stresses therein and produces checks and cracks in the
concrete, that the absorption of moisture by the concrete
during wintry weather and then freezing causes rapid
disintegration. I am further satisfied that the compara
tively large percentage of shale in the concrete has
upset the physical and probably the chemical equilib
rium in the portland cement and has destroyed its
strength wherever the concrete is exposed to the
weather. A careful examination of the floor-beams and
other members of the concrete structure underneath the
bridge where these members are completely protected
from the effect of the rain and weather, fails to reveal
any sign of disintegration. The only sign that I can dis
cover in the concrete is where the latter is exposed to
the weather."
Information regarding the condition of the structure
that takes a somewhat more serious view of it than does
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SOME EXAMPLES OF STEEL CORROSION AND CONCRETE FAILURE IN VIADUCTS AND STAIRWAYS—
SPARKMAN STREET AND JEFFERSON STREET BRIDGES
Mr. Southgate's report is given by S. M. McMurray, an
engineer of Nashville. Mr. McMurray says:
"The disintegration of the exposed concrete, especially
in the Sparkman St. bridge, has become more pro
nounced with the passing years, so that now all of the
exposed concrete work has the appearance of a rude
mosaic, the surface mortar having all been removed by
the elements. In some places whole sections of the
handrailing have fallen out and in others, where stair
ways lead from the bridges to the streets below, slabs
of concrete of considerable size have pulled away from
the steel reinforcing which is badly rusted and swelled.
This is especially noticeable in the columns which sup
port the stairway, where peeling has taken place and

where ingress is offered to moisture and the elements.
The unexposed part of the concrete, that is the under
side of the approaches and the columns supporting them
where not directly exposed to the elements, seems to be
in fairly good shape."
A further report on the condition of the two bridges
has been made at the special request of Engineering
News-Record by Prof. Robert H. McNeilly of Vanderbilt
University. Prof. McNeilly reports as follows:
An inspection of the two bridges in detail reveals the
following facts:
Sparkman Street Bridge
West approach up to railroad—Main column shows dis
integration in only a few places. At one point water stands
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EXPOSED RODS IN LOWER CHORD
SPARKMAN STREET TRUSS
at a column base and the sidewalk has sunken around the
base, which leads me to suspect disintegration of the founda
tion. Near the center of this approach the expansion of the
floor system was not properly taken care of and structural
strains caused the tops of several columns to split. This
was repaired several years ago. Where these columns
were tied to adjoining columns the concrete ties show cracks
evidently due to structural strains. Upon the floor system,
there is frequently evidence of disintegration caused by the
expansion of rusting reinforcement.
Bow-string concrete truss over railroad—In two places the
concrete has broken away and the heavy lower chord rods
(21 in. in diameter) are exposed for a distance of about
18 in. with heavy cracking extending at least 4 ft. along
the rod. At one other similar place, the cracking is very
pronounced and the condition just as bad. The disintegra
tion takes place in the lower chord below the verticals and
seems to be so located due to the water being led down the
vertical at this point. In at least 10 per cent of these points
below the verticals in these trusses cracks show the begin
ning of such action. I could not get closer than 15 ft. to
these points to inspect them, but I do not believe the trusses
are yet in an unsafe condition, as the rods are very large
and are heavily bolted through bearing plates at the ends,
so they do not depend on the bond with the concrete for
their strength.
Subsidiary stairway structures—All the stairway struc
tures on west approach are composed of small members and
are in a most serious condition. It appears to me that they
will fall down in a few years if something is not done.
East approach—At least 10 per cent of the main 24 x 24
in. columns show exposed steel or badly cracked corners
on the columns of the two outside rows where water reaches
them. Fully 25 per cent show incipient cracks. Cracks
and exposed steel are also evident in the structural part
of the floor system.
Handrail—On the entire bridge this is badly disinte
grated. Whole panels of the verticals are gone.

ANOTHER BAD PLACE ON THE SPARKMAN STREET
TRUSS OVER RAILROAD TRACKS
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Jefferson Street Bridge
West approach—Condition of columns, good. I found no
evidence of reinforcement exposed. Condition of floor sys
tem about the . same as in the Sparkman St. Bridge. I
found one place where outer edge of sidewalk had disinte
grated and fallen. Near the river after columns were built,
some .heavy plain concrete walls were built as bumpers
around; the. base of the columns. One of these was badly
cracked and one ,wall about 12 x 50 in. x 30 ft. has broken
and fallen entirely down. Where this has occurred one of
the columns' has' been repaired but it is probable that this
was broken by some blow or strain.
Stairway—Condition excellent as compared with those
of Sparkman St. bridge. I noted only one place where
reinforcement was exposed.
East approach—This is in the most serious condition of
any part of the two bridges, except the handrails and the
stairway structures which do not effect the main viaducts
structurally. At least 25 per cent of the columns show
exposed steel reinforcement. At least 40 per cent are so
badly cracked that one blow of a hammer will expose the
steel ; both inside and outside the columns are affected.
These columns are 24 x 24 in. I measured one place where
steel was exposed for 2 ft. and heavy cracking extended 1
ft. below to the ground and 8 ft. above the exposed portion.

^EXPOSED STEEL ON STAmWAY COLUMN
One of the reinforcing rods was calipered. The original
diameter was evidently 11 in., the present diameter is 1A
in., the diameter of the rod with the rust intact about it is
Is in., showing an increase in original diameter of 1 in. due
to rusting. This approach also shows a bad failure in a
cross strut which is hanging by the reinforcement. This
is a structural crack, however.
Handrail—Early showed serious disintegration and was
filled in solid by gun cement and sand. This ha3 been fairly
successful.
Observations on Structures
I regard the important structural members of the Jeffer
son St. bridge to be in a more serious condition than those
of the Sparkman St. bridge although the stairways of the
Sparkman St. bridge are structurally in a far worse condi
tion than any portion of the two bridges. (The size of the
reinforcement in the concrete truss on the Sparkman St.
bridge makes their rusting less serious.)
The columns on the east side of the Jefferson St. bridge
sometimes have backwater around them for two or three
weeks and a saw-mill with a heavy sawdust pile extends
under the viaduct. The water standing on this sawdust pile
probably develops organic acids which attack the limestone
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of the aggregate, and particularly the limestone screenings
used.
There are frequently fogs at Nashville which hang like
a blanket over the city night after night and absorb the soft
coal smoke of the city with its load of sulphur. This smoke
laden fog is often so acid as to cause serious discomfort to
one's throat and must contain an appreciable amount of
sulphuric acid. This condition is at its worst along the
river bank where the fog is densest and receives the smoke
of railroads on both river banks. I believe these fogs have
in no small degree attacked the limestone screenings and
penetrated to the steel, greatly accelerating the corrosion.
One sample of the rust when treated with hydrochloric acid
gave off unmistakable sulphur fumes.
In the stairway structures the use of 2-in. iron pipe hand
rails going into concrete posts is especially bad, particularly
where the pipes are on an angle going down. These hand
rails have been attacked and the water probably impreg
nated with acid has run down the handrail and deposited
a load of oxidized iron in the concrete, splitting the columns
badly.
There is also a strong possibility of electrolytic action
which has been set up with sulphuric acid in the water as
a conductor between iron and concrete.
The concrete in these structures was undoubtedly too
porous and! a greater density could have been gotten by
different proportions. Denser concrete would certainly have
arrested the disintegration but I believe the vital mistake
was the use of the limestone screenings instead of siliceous
sand in the mixture. This, however, is an error in judg
ment which any one might have been led into because the
available sand at Nashville is very unsatisfactory and
should be carefully washed before being used in reinforced
concrete, while the limestone screenings give exceptionally
high strength tests in the laboratory.
The safety of the bridges proper is probably not yet
affected but the bond between concrete and steel should be
carefully renewed in the columns before waterproofing
repairs are undertaken.
In connection with the disintegration the following
paragraphs from an earlier article on the bridges are of
interest.
"Concrete was mixed in two classes, A and B, A con• crete of 1:2:4 proportions, and B, 1:3:6. Cement lime
stone dust from i in. down and stone from i to H in.
were the ingredients. This mixture makes an especially
white concrete which is of course due to the limestone
dust. A concrete was used in the 12-in. strip around the
outside of the piers and for all the reinforced work. B
concrete was used in the interior of the piers, retaining
walls, and some of the column foundations. The con
crete was mixed very wet and frequently the men could
stand knee deep in the mass."
Finally, it should be stated, the city engineer, Mr.
Southgate, has repeatedly requested that appropriations
and provisions be made in the budget for vital and
necessary repairs to these brit ges, but no money has
been available for this purpose until after these reports
were written. The city recently appropriated $12,000
for repairs and these are now being made by the city
on its own account using the cement gun to protect and
build up disintegrated parts.
Comments
Proofs of the foregoing article were submitted to
Howard M. Jones, who designed and supervised the
bridges. Mr. Jones says that it has been some years
since he saw the structures so that he is not in a posi
tion to discuss the present appearance. He thinks the
following comments are pertinent :
The concrete was not a "sloppy" mixture. This work
was done before the day of placing concrete by spouting
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methods, and the consistency of the concrete was what
would be known at present as a dry mixture. On all the
reinforced work it was mixed so as to quake slightly in the
barrows. On the large piers in the river it is true that
water sometimes accumulated on the top of the concrete.
The piers were taken up in 4-ft. horizontal layers, and
each 4-ft. section was permitted to set before another
layer was put on. All of the reinforced work was made
of a 1:2:4 mixture, which I believe is generally recognized
as a standard concrete mix for reinforced work. The speci
fications, however, stated that the mixture might be varied
so that in no case should the excess of mortar be less than
10 per cent. As a matter of fact, the contractors objected
that we were making them put in too rich a mixture, and
tests conducted at Vanderbilt University at the instance of
the contractors, seem to sustain the contention of the con
tractors, and in the final settlement for the bridges we
allowed them for excess cement put in over and above the
1:2:4 mixture.
I agree with Professor McNeilly, however, that it is quite
probable that a siliceous sand would have made a denser
concrete had the same amount of sand been used as the
screenings that were used. I am also inclined to agree with
the professor that most of the trouble is due to the lime
stone screenings used for the small aggregate. Before
permitting the use of limestone screenings an exhaustive
research on the subject was conducted, and every text-book
which I consulted at that time recommended highly the use
of good calcareous material, and invariably stated that it
should be as good or better than siliceous sand. I also
investigated from current periodicals the use of limestone
screenings for small aggregate and found that for im
portant structures all over the United States limestone
screenings had been used as a substitute for siliceous sands.
The only available local sand was the Cumberland River
sand which was full of vegetable matter, and in addition
was very fine grained. It had gotten into bad repute as a
concrete material and the failure of a number of structures
in Nashville had been attributed to the poor quality of the
sand. Laboratory tests conducted by me and others showed
that briquettes made from this sand did not attain one-half
the strength of briquettes made of Ottawa sand, whereas
briquettes made from the limestone screenings invariablyattained a greater strength than those made of standard
Ottawa sand, and frequently doubled the latter. The near
est available point for good siliceous sand was Memphis,
Tenn., several hundred miles away, and to have used it
would have made the concrete cost at least a dollar per
yard more, which, with the appropriation available, we did
not think justified its use.
I have within the past few years heard of a number of
other cases where difficulty was experienced when limestone
screenings were used instead of siliceous sand, which would
seem to indicate that laboratory tests, which usually cover
short periods, cannot be entirely relied upon to prove the
fitness of concrete materials.
I note that the city has appropriated $12,000 to permit
the city engineer to make the necessary repairs and I feel
quite sure that Mr. Southgate, the city engineer, will rectify
all minor difficulties that may occur from time to time if
the city grants him the proper appropriations. I think it
should be said that no structure, no matter how well de
signed or built, can be expected to go along from year to
year without some maintenance cost. These bridges have
been open to traffic now for twelve years, and if they can
be properly repaired for $12,000, it seems to be a very low
cost of maintenance.
The handrail design in the first instance was undoubtedly
too light and airy. In our efforts to make an artistic hand
rail at a cheap cost, the panels were made only 2i in. thick
with wire reinforcement. The wires could not be kept in
place when the concrete was being placed and were forced
too close to the surface. When oxidation took place, and
through the freezing and thawing of the winters, these thin
rails disintegrated.
What Professor McNeilly has to say of the action of the
sulphurous smoke and fogs of Nashville is very interesting
to me, and seems to be a reasonable explanation of some of
the difficulty.
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May 15, 1913
The

Railway-Valuation

Board

of the

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Railway Valuation Act, which recently became a
law, provides for the appraisal not only of all the rail
way property in the United States, but of the property
of every common carrier subject to the Interstate Com
merce Law at the present time or which may be brought
under its jurisdiction in the future, which includes steam
ship, express and all transportation companies doing an
interstate business. As stated in our editorial of Mar. 6,
this work will involve a larger amount of engineering
work and a larger outlay of money for engineering ser
vices than any public work ever before undertaken.
This immense task is to be done under the general
supervision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, who
are authorized to employ such experts as are deemed nec-

R. A. Thompson

R. A. Thompson
Robert Andrew Thompson was born at New Waverly,
Walker County, Texas, on July 11, 1869. He graduated
from the University of Texas with the degree of Bachelor
of Science in 1892, the following year he received the
degree of Master of Arts, and in 1900 the degree of
Civil Engineer. He is a member of the honorary so
ciety Phi Beta Kappa.
Before his graduation he had had several summers' ex
perience as a rodman and topographer with the Texas
State Geological Survey. In 1895 he was appointed As
sistant Engineer of the Texas Railroad Commission, but
during the latter part of the year he resigned to take
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charge of the construction of the sewerage system of
Palestine, Tex.
In December, 1895, be entered the railway service as
a levelman on construction of the Kansas City Southern
Ry. in Louisiana and Texas. Later he was draftsman
for the same railway. For the year 1897-'98 he was an
instructor in civil engineering at the University of Texas.
From this position he wras appointed Chief Engineer of
the Texas Railroad Commission, where he remained until
1909; during this period the Commission made a valua
tion of between 4000 and 5000 miles of railway.
Returning to railway construction work as Chief Engi
neer of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern Ry., Mr.
Thompson had charge of the location and construction
of some 300 miles of railway in Texas and Oklahoma.
This railway is now a part of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Ry. system.

H. M. Jones

essary. It has been unofficially stated that no less than
20,000 applications were received for positions, and that
all subordinate positions are to be filled through civil
service examinations. As noted in our Personal col
umns of last week, the Commissioners have already an
nounced the appointment of five engineers', who will
have charge of the organization of the staff and later
have the direction of the field and office work. We are
now able to present short biographical sketches and por
traits of the engineers who are to direct this gigantic
engineering undertaking.
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J. S. Worley

Mr. Thompson was appointed Chief Engineer of the
California Railroad Commission in October, 1911, and
during the past year and a half has organized the engi
neering staff and begun the work of appraising the rail
ways of the state; to date, some 1000 miles of the work
have been completed.
Mr. Thompson is a member of the American Society
of Civil Engineers.
William D. Pence
William" David Pence was born at Columbus, Ind.,
Nov. 26, 18G5. His first engineering work of importance
was as Assistant Engineer and later as Resident Engineer
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry., 1886-1892. In
1892 he left railway work to become an instructor in
civil engineering at the University of Illinois, where he
was promoted successively to be Assistant Professor and
Associate Professor. In 1895 he received the degree of
Civil Engineer from the University of Illinois.
Prof. Pence was called from the University of Illinois
to be Professor of Civil Engineering at Purdue Uni
versity in 1899, and he remained at Purdue until 1906,
when he was appointed Professor of Railway Engineering
at the University of Wisconsin.
Besides his work as a teacher, Prof. Pence has always
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been actively engaged in outside engineering work. He
was a member of the United States Commission on the
drainage of the Kankakee marsh region in Illinois, 19041906, and since 1906 has been Chief Engineer of the
Wisconsin Railroad Commission and the Wisconsin State
Board of Assessment.
As Chief Engineer of the Wisconsin Commissions,
Prof. Pence's work in the valuation of railway and publicutility properties attracted wide attention. The Wiscon
sin law requires the valuation of all the physical prop
erty and all the property used and useful for the con
venience of the public belonging to every public utility
in the state. The Wisconsin work has been widely used
as a model for similar work elsewhere, and is noted for
its comprehensiveness, fairness and thoroughness.
Prof. Pence is a member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, the Western Society of Engineers, the
Western Railway Club, the Society for the Promotion

W. D. Pence

E. F.

of Engineering Education and is a Past-President of the
Indiana Engineering Society.
John S. Worley
John Stephen Worley is senior member of the firm
of Worley & Black, Consulting Engineers, Kansas City,
Mo. He was born at Oak Grove, Mo., in 1876. He re
ceived his technical education at the University of Mis
souri, where he spent two years, and at the University of
Kansas where he graduated in 1903. He obtained a
Master's degree at the University of Kansas in
1904.
Before entering the University of Kansas, Mr. Worley
had obtained considerable experience in railway engineer
ing work, and shortly after his graduation he was made
Chief Engineer on the construction of the St. Louis &
North Arkansas R.R. Later he left railway work to ac
cept a position with the Riggs & Sherman Co., Consult
ing Engineers, Toledo, Ohio, as Principal Assistant En
gineer on municipal improvement and appraisal
work.
In 1909 Mr. Worley went to Kansas City, where he
organized the J. S. Worley Co., with Ernest B. Black,
who had also been with the Riggs & Sherman Co., as
junior partner. Later the firm name was changed to
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Worley & Black. The work of this firm has included
the design and supervision of construction of municipal
improvements throughout the Central States, and dur
ing the past three years the firm has also handled ap
praisal work in connection with a number of public util
ities. A part of Mr. Worley's recent work has been
the preparation of evidence and the giving of expert
testimony in various railway suits, and the examination
of the physical properties of the Central of Georgia R.R.
and the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh R.R. He has
also served as Chief Engineer of the Kansas, Oklahoma
& Southwestern Ry. and the Fort Scott & Pittsburgh
Ry.
In 1912 Mr. Worley was Engineer in charge of an in
vestigation of the methods of operation and accounting
of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R., for the
purpose of suggesting reforms and improvements to in
crease the efficiency of the railway organization.
Mr. Worley is an Associate Mem
ber of the American Society of Civil
Engineers.
Howard M. Jones
Howard Murfrce Jones was born
in Murfreesboro, Tenn., Oct. 9, 1874.
His early education was obtained in
the public schools of his native city,
and in 1891 he entered the civil en
gineering department of the Vanderbilt University, at Nashville, Tenu.
After spending three years here, he
went to Union College, Schenectady.
N. Y., w7here he graduated in 189"),
with the degree of Bachelor of En
gineering.
The fall following his graduation
he entered the service of the Nash
ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry.,
at Nashville, as a clerk in the office
Wendt
of the Chief Engineer. He was pro
moted to be Chief Clerk and also served later as Assistant
Engineer and Draftsman. In June, 1902, he left the
railway to become Assistant Bridge Engineer with the
Louisville Bridge & Iron Co., at Louisville, Ky., where
he remained one year, after which he returned to the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry., being first ap
pointed to the position of Chief Draftsman and later be
ing promoted to the position of Bridge Engineer.
Mr. Jones opened an office for private engineering
practice in Nashville, Jan. 1, 1907, making a specialty
of bridge and reinforced-concrete design and construc
tion. During the past six years he has designed and sup
ervised the erection of two large reinforced-concrete
bridges across the Cumberland River at Nashville, aggre
gating over a million dollars in cost, besides some 80
to 100 bridges of lesser importance. He has also de
signed and supervised the construction of a number
of large reinforced-concrete buildings, and has acted as
Consulting Engineer on several projects of considerable
magnitude.
Mr. Jones is a member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers and a Past-President and Director of
the Engineering Association of the South. He also served
the last named Society as Secretary and Treasurer for
eight years.

